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HEADLINES 

 
Clients 

• Clients overwhelmingly positive about their AFW experience 
• 135 cases of homelessness prevented so far 
• Personal and social skills developed by all 
• 97% into employment or training  
• 90% have improved tenancy skills 
• Many have benefited from access to other BHT services, especially 

when moving on 
 
AFW Staff 

• Strong, experienced and closely-knit team with the skills and expertise 
critical to the success of the project 

• Successful model of client support created 
• Excellent retention rates achieved 
• Effective ongoing support established 
• Economically efficient model developed for Brighton Housing Trust 

 
Networks 

• Impactful training and development service created in only 3 years 
• Improved support for work and learning across the homeless sector 
• Choice Training and Development Coordinator has helped build an 

effective network of 180 stakeholders   
• Quality of training and development provided is greatly valued by staff 

working in the sector      
• Getting Ready for Work events now involve 41 agencies and are highly 

rated by participants   
 
Funders 

• AFW reached their target audience – the single homeless 
• On track to meet or exceed all targets 
• 84% of 5-year target numbers already achieved 
• 5-year target of 75 into training, voluntary work, internships or work 

placements already exceeded 
• 87 residents have gained employment – 87% of 5-year target 
• Offers value for money for future funders 
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INTRODUCTION 
 
This evaluation of phase 2 of Accommodation for Work (AFW) was undertaken by Work & Learning 
Opportunities (WLO) c.i.c.  It was conducted in two stages. The formative review was completed between 
September and November 2018 and this summative report was researched and written between February and 
July 2019.  It covers the first four years of a five-year funding period and fulfils the undertaking given to the 
funders, the Big Lottery Fund (now the National Lottery Community Fund), to undertake an external 
evaluation of the project.  These two reports follow on from an internal review of the first phase of funding 
completed in 2014. 
 
WLO would like to thank the staff of the Brighton Housing Trust involved in Accommodation for Work and 
clients, past and present, for their contribution to this report.  Their willingness to share their experience and 
understanding has been critical in enabling the evaluators to fully appreciate the impact of the project to date.  
 
There are a number of different ways of judging the success of a project like Accommodation for Work.  This 
evaluation has chosen to look it from four perspectives. The first is that of AFW residents, who they are and 
their experience before, during and after their stay at AFW.  The second, and often undervalued contribution, 
comes from the staff engaged in designing and delivering the services. Their views are important to set 
alongside those of clients and give a sense of how the 10-year project has evolved and changed.  They provide 
continuity and the perspective of a small team that works closely together.  Thirdly, we explore the extent to 
which a project like this relates to other homeless services and those supporting work and learning as this 
provides a measure of its reach and influence.  Stakeholder engagement was an explicit part of phase 2 of the 
funding and it is appropriate to consider this as a measure in its own right.  Finally, it is measured from the 
perspective of current and future funders who want to be sure that the investment they have made has 
delivered what it promised when the funding was agreed. This approach looks at the original objectives and 
reviews the progress that has been made towards meeting quantitative targets.   
 
What follows, therefore, moves from the background of the project and the model of support, through the 
more qualitative data gathered from in depth interviews with current residents, past residents, AFW staff and 
other local agencies and organisations and finally to the quantitative data and the achievement of the formal 
objectives agreed with funders.  It concludes by assessing where next for AFW and exploring the options for 
future funding. 
 
METHODOLOGY  
 
The methodology combined both quantitative and qualitative measures.  AFW systematically collects data on 
residents and their progress from the time they join until they leave the project.  This was analysed in the 
Formative Review and updated for this report.  Both AFW and Choice Training and Development collect 
feedback on the service they offer. This is not complete because the project has a further year to run, but is of 
sufficient scale and depth for it to provide the basis for assessing the impact of different aspects of the service.  
In addition, annual reports are provided to the funders and BHT Board that review progress against four 
project outcomes.  To provide greater insights, interviews were conducted with 7 AFW/BHT staff, 5 current 
residents and 6 past residents who have moved on from AFW. The case studies of interviews with residents, 
past and present, are contained in appendices 1 and 2 that are attached to the main report. They have been 
drawn on extensively within the body of the report but do merit reading in their own right.  
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SECTION 1 - THE PROBLEM AND SCALE OF HOMELESSNESS 
 
1.1 Defining and measuring homelessness 
  
National and local researchers and organisations acknowledge that it is difficult to be accurate about the scale 
of homelessness.  As well as those who are rough sleeping on the street or in temporary accommodation, 
homelessness includes statutorily homeless households seeking assistance from local authorities and hidden 
homeless people who are sofa surfing or sleeping rough in locations such as cars, tents, night buses or their 
workplace.  Available statistics do not, of course, accurately reflect the latter which is by its nature hidden, nor 
rough sleeping on the street which relies on estimates on a single night.    
 
Accommodation for Work (AFW) is a specific localised response to the problem of single homelessness in 
Brighton. For the general public in Brighton, as elsewhere, homelessness is represented by the sight of people 
sleeping rough and it is this visibility that drives much of both local and national policy in terms of the 
provision of hostels, shelters and beds for the night, particularly in times of bad weather.  Whilst the 
Homelessness Reduction Act 2017 confers new duties on Local Authorities to relieve homelessness, it can be 
argued that the provision of more temporary shelters simply reduces the visibility of the problem as people 
shift between temporary accommodation and masks the true numbers of homeless people.  For example, 
Brighton & Hove’s Rough Sleeping Initiative, launched in March 2018 and a response to the Homeless 
Reduction Act 2017, sets out a vision for halving rough sleeping by 2022 and ending it by 2027.  As a result of 
this, the official statistics show that rough sleeping in Brighton and Hove has moved from rising year by year to 
falling dramatically: 
 

• Autumn 2016 - estimated figures for a single night were 144 – the highest rate per 1,000 of 
population outside London and the second highest in England  

• Autumn 2017 - estimated figures for a single night were 178 – the highest rate per 1,000 of 
population outside London and the second highest in England   

• Autumn 2018 - estimated figures for a single night show this number as having decreased to 64, the 
tenth highest in England      

(Ministry of Housing Rough Sleeping Statistics 2016, 2017, 2018) 
 
The Crisis Homeless Monitor, 2019, uses the term “core homelessness” to encompass the single homeless 
population, like the Accommodation for Work (AFW) clients described below, often not included in data, who 
are a mix of rough sleeping, in hostels, shelters and unsuitable temporary accommodation or part of the 
hidden homeless as described above.  Crisis argue that the introduction of the Homelessness Reduction Act 
2017 has created a discontinuity in more recent official statistics relating to homelessness in England because:  
 
“… more people (particularly single people) will be officially recorded as seeking assistance but initially most 
will be classified as ‘prevention’ and/or ‘relief’ cases.  Only a proportion will in the end be accepted under the 
main local authority re-housing duty, and it is likely that this number will remain lower than in the past.” (Crisis 
Homeless Report Monitor, 2019, pXI).   
 
What will become clear from this report is that the individual experience of single homelessness may 
incorporate all the dimensions within a core definition or just one aspect of it.  For example, 22% of the 
residents of AFW had some experience of living on the streets albeit for a limited period of time.   
 
Locally, homelessness takes place within a context where affordability of accommodation is a significant factor 
with Brighton & Hove having one of the highest average house prices outside London, high rent costs in the 
private rented sector and a relatively small social housing stock.  It is a place of contrast, with areas of extreme 
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affluence and areas of deprivation where residents experience significant inequality compared to the rest of 
the city in terms of access to suitable housing, employment and health care.  In addition, with two universities 
in the city, those seeking both work and single occupancy accommodation are in competition with the high 
student population.  This has been a long-term issue for the city. 
 
It also operates within the context of national changes to the benefits system and these have been really 
significant in phase 2 of AFW. The introduction of Universal Credit (UC) has created difficulties for individuals 
undertaking temporary work and makes some hostel providers reluctant to encourage people to work because 
of concerns about the complexity of the system.   
 
1.2 About the project 
 
The Accommodation for Work (AFW) project is designed to meet the needs of single homeless people who are 
looking to secure work or, like some clients, already in work. In order to qualify the client must have “an 
established local connection“ with Brighton and Hove in line with the definition adopted by the City Council. It 
provides shared accommodation and offers specialist support to men and women to enable them to overcome 
what led to them becoming homeless and enables them to secure and sustain both employment and 
accommodation at the end of their time on the project.  It is the only local project offering low rents and 
independence for single working people.  AFW describe their clients as “quietly” homeless, a group that can be 
helped into work and learning.  They are homeless people with employment experience who want to have 
jobs and can benefit from having secure accommodation for up to a year.  This is in contrast to entrenched 
street homelessness where multiple and repeated use of services has failed to break the cycle of instability. 
 
“AFW is working with clients ready and able to work. Key support is needed for work and learning.  Support for 
those with very complex needs is at a lower level compared with other hostels.” (Lindsay, AFW Keyworker) 
 
AFW is run by the Brighton Housing Trust (BHT) which is a registered charity with a mission to combat 
homelessness, create opportunities and promote change. It provides a range of practical and preventative 
services, advice and legal representation, information and guidance to help improve the quality of people’s 
lives. The organisation works across East Sussex, with services in Brighton and Hove, Eastbourne and Hastings 
and currently employs 250 people.   Since the 1960s, BHT has developed a range of front-line services, 
including Accommodation for Work, to meet the needs of homeless, insecurely housed and vulnerable men 
and women. Their services aim to tackle both the causes and effects of homelessness and poverty. 
 
Funded by The Big Lottery (now the National Lottery Community Fund) the first phase ran from 2010-2015. 
Following a further successful bid, the second 5-year phase started in May 2015. The phase 2 grant amounts 
£481,225 over 5 years. This grant provides about half the project revenue in any year.  An overarching aim is 
that it will strengthen the local economy as formerly homeless people will become more skilled, and ready for 
work; be less reliant on public services; seek and obtain employment, thereby contributing to the economy.   
This report focuses on phase 2 and what has been achieved by the end of year 4 in May 2019.   
 
1.3 The model of support 
 
The model of support and delivery was defined in phase 1 of AFW. It provides beds in shared houses for a 
period of a year.  Phase 1 provided 18 beds in three 6-bed BHT owned houses.  Phase 2 provides 22 beds and 
includes an additional leased house.  The houses are located in very different parts of the city.  Only one is 
central but all are on major bus routes that make travel and access relatively easy.  Three of the houses have 
gardens and one is a town house.  Each house is fully furnished and equipped.  There is access to Wi-Fi and as 
well as a shared lounge and kitchen/diner and they all have a designated study area.  The residents are 
expected to manage the house they live in, budget, cook and clean for themselves and their fellow 
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housemates in preparation for moving on to independent accommodation when they leave.  The project has a 
strong element of peer support based around shared living.   For example, helping each other to move, 
encouraging each other around work issues and attending training courses together. There are weekly house 
meetings where issues of concern can be identified and discussed. Some stay for the full one-year licence 
period, others are ready to move on earlier, depending on their circumstances.  Most residents are IT literate 
so communication outside of the regular meetings described below is via text, email and phone as well as face-
to-face.    
 
Each client has a designated keyworker who will aim to hold weekly 1:1 meetings with them at the BHT office.  
This is of course sometimes difficult to organise for people in full-time work but staff are flexible and work 
around this to meet clients.  The main focus of these meetings is to develop an individual employment plan.  
When developing the plan, they support residents to secure identity documentation and open a bank account 
in preparation for work.  AFW staff have developed a great deal of expertise on the benefits system.  Each 
resident’s benefit entitlement is assessed and they are supported to access their full benefit entitlement.  Staff 
work with residents to understand their work history, the jobs they want to do and the types of voluntary or 
paid work they are interested in.  They discuss residents' previous training/qualifications and their training 
aspirations.  From these discussions, individual plans are developed which include referrals to accredited 
training providers, careers advice, work placements and volunteering or employment opportunities.  These 
plans are reviewed every three months. Clients with numeracy or literacy needs are referred to Step-by-Step 
which provides English, maths, language and basic ICT training for homeless people.  All clients receive CV 
support, either to produce one from scratch or to improve what they have.  In addition to this, weekly house 
meetings with residents take place in the shared houses.   
 
In return for this support, clear obligations are placed on residents. The first is that they fully participate in the 
aims of the project and this is interpreted in the Handbook given to all residents as follows:  
 
“The expectation of the project is that all residents will be suitably occupied for most of the week with paid or 
voluntary work, courses, work placements, etc., with the aim of finding full time employment.” (AFW Handbook 
page 5)   
 
In addition, they are expected to be saving towards securing alternative housing, including private rented 
accommodation. The Handbook sets clear rules about the behaviour of residents and their responsibilities for 
the cleanliness and upkeep of the house.  It also covers issues like visitors, including children, absence, and 
health and safety.  All residents are required to sign a licence agreement in which they agree to participate 
fully in the aims and objectives of the project as well as meet certain financial commitments.  They are defined 
throughout as licensees and at no time are referred to as tenants.  The properties are defined as hostels.  A 
clear indication is given of the policies and procedures that determine what is deemed appropriate behaviour 
towards other residents, staff and neighbours.  It is these specific arrangements that lead it to be seen as the 
only working hostel in the country.  
  
Staff work holistically and also look at other areas of each resident’s life and wellbeing, for example, mental 
and physical health, social networks and ability to manage money.  Meeting the needs of clients has become 
increasingly challenging, particularly because of the increase in the number of residents with mental health 
problems and the impact of Universal Credit.    
 
AFW rents are lower than normal to make them affordable but this still raises the issue of budget 
management skills being essential for clients both during their residency and when they move on.   As single 
residents they are not eligible for council housing, as they are not in council-funded supported 
accommodation. Private rented accommodation is difficult to access without a guarantor, and landlords can 
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be wary of taking on tenants that are on benefits or in insecure or low paid work.   AFW has successfully built 
relationships with private landlords by helping clients set up their new tenancies, applying for funding for rent 
in advance and deposits and liaising with benefits agencies to ensure a smooth transition.  

 
SECTION 2 - SUCCESS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF THE CLIENTS    
  
This section looks at the experience of AFW residents and how some of them have fared since leaving the 
project. The former is explored via interviews with current residents and an analysis of the AFW exit surveys, 
the latter through a series of interviews conducted with past residents.  
 
2.1 The referral and engagement process 
 
Clients do not self-refer but are referred to the project by other organisations.  The Brighton Housing Trust 
(BHT) has a major advisory service on housing issues and is the second point of contact for the public after the 
Local Authority.  It is therefore not surprising that 39% of AFW referrals come through BHT’s own advisory 
services.  Over the 4 years there have been 17 different sources of referral, the main ones being: 
  

• Brighton & Hove City Council,  
• Brighton Housing Trust Advice  
• Probation  
• First Base Day Centre  
• Rough Sleepers Team (St. Mungos).    

 
During phase 2, the total numbers of referrals have remained steady but the number of referral sources has 
decreased.  For example, referrals from: 
 

• The Rough Sleepers team have reduced from 17 in year 3 to 6 in year 4 
• First Base Day Centre has reduced from 17 in year 2 to 6 in Year 4 

 
However, there were 4 new referring organisations in year 4 which may increase their numbers in the final 
year.  For example, the Youth Advice Centre referred 5 clients in year 4.    
 
There is a waiting list of referrals with interviews only taking place when a vacancy arises or is likely to arise.  
Current residents are required to give a week’s notice, but in practice it is often less, so AFW seek to fill spaces 
and minimise voids by working rapidly.  Decisions are based on a single interview and clients are then housed 
very quickly, sometimes on the same day.   Although the referring organisation will have completed a referral 
form and a risk analysis for each applicant, at the interview stage very little is known about them especially 
since applicants may not wish to share all relevant information early on in the process.  For example, if risk 
assessments aren’t adequately completed, referrals may turn out to have been inappropriate.  Having been 
homeless, all residents will have had some form of trauma in their lives and, despite getting through the 
interview process, may actually be too far from the workplace for this project and need further help elsewhere 
before they are able to cope with a sustained tenancy.  For example, they may need help with alcohol 
dependency or anger management and this means that, despite the time invested by AFW, some tenancies 
are very short-lived and some inevitably end with evictions, for example, for anti-social behaviour or rent 
arrears.  By the end of year 4 of phase 2, the number of evictions at 19 out of 135 residents was low and this 
includes one occasion when all residents of a single house had to be evicted at the same time. 
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2.2 Who are the phase 2 residents?    
 
Thus far in phase 2, AFW have worked with 135 clients.   
 
2.2.1 Gender and age  
As in phase 1, these clients have mostly been male - 87% male, 12% female and 1% transfeminine – the 
number of females has been consistent at just 2, 3 or 4 per year.  The age range for 65% of all clients is 26-45 
(split roughly 50:50 between ages 26-35 and 36-45) with 24% being age 46-55.  Only 7% are older, age 56-65, 
and 4% younger, age 16-25.   
 
2.2.2 Race 
Clients were 61% White British and 39% BME.  In Phase 1 there were more BME clients at 47%.  The 2011 
census showed that just 20% of the population in the city is from the BME community (Black and Ethnic 
Minority Communities in Brighton & Hove, p4) but this will include children and young people and not just 
adults.  There is therefore an over-representation of the BME population amongst AFW clients. 
 
2.2.3 Religion 
Over two-thirds of clients declared their religion as ‘not known’, ‘preferred not to say’ or ‘none’.  Those 
declaring their religion were split between Christian, Muslim and Buddhist.  As is the case with many surveys, 
religion appears not to be a significant influence. However, individuals of different cultural and religious 
background sharing accommodation is seen by the AFW team as distinctly positive in terms of client 
interaction, learning about each other and the development of personal and social skills. 
 
2.2.4 Accommodation status 
The accommodation status of clients was that almost a half (49%) were defined as ‘hidden’ in accommodation 
that includes sofa surfing, back-packing, boat, van, caravan, staying at work or staying with friends. 22% were 
sleeping rough and 23% in temporary accommodation.  Only 6% were in private rented sector 
accommodation.  It is a condition of entry that clients do not give up an existing tenancy, so those in 
temporary and privately rented accommodation would have been under notice and imminently homeless.   
For some clients their experience was a mixture of situations, for example, sofa surfing and sleeping rough. For 
the purposes of this report, all those whose mixture of experience that included sleeping rough were recorded 
as sleeping rough.  
 
2.2.5 Additional support needs 
Additional support needs became apparent during phase 1 and for phase 2 these are now systematically 
recorded at an early stage. More than 60% of clients (79) identified support needs with just over 75% of those 
identifying mental health as an issue.  Just over 30% identified more than one support need.   Identified 
support needs included: mental health, alcohol, drugs, physical health gambling addiction and offending.  
 
2.3 The experience of current residents    
 
Simply providing data about the background of clients is only one way of showing how the project has 
responded to the differing needs of homeless people.  This section is therefore based on Interviews 
undertaken with current and past residents that provide insights into the diversity of backgrounds and the 
issues that confront people and affect individual outcomes.      
 
The short case studies in Appendix 1 tell the stories of five current AFW residents.  They are at different stages 
in their stay and this may be a factor determining their experience to date and their aspirations for the future.  
Those in Appendix 2 cover the stories of 6 past residents and how they have fared since leaving the project.  
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Some are local people, others have lived in the city for a long time. Only one moved here within the last year.  
Reading these case studies in their entirety provides a much fuller picture of individual AFW clients than the 
narrative below that provides an overview of experiences and draws out common themes.   
 
2.3.1 Moving from homelessness into AFW accommodation 
There is no single explanation that accounts for what made those interviewed homeless. Two younger 
residents left home as a consequence of problems with parents. Tad, recalls after the argument he had with 
his mother, “I wasn’t allowed back in but I didn’t want to go back to live with her. The police got involved and 
didn’t want me to go back there either.”  Chanel, another resident, had moved into emergency council 
supported accommodation in Dewsbury at a very young age and said she “had to grow up a lot quicker than all 
my other friends, I was doing my own washing, food shopping and budgeting at age 14”.  Ahmed suffered a 
serious accident and “had many broken bones, suffered nerve damage and was very lucky to be alive. 
Everything collapsed from there, I lost my business partners and my sponsors”. 
 
Their experience of being homelessness also varied. Tomas found himself homeless, with no money or 
benefits even though he’d spent most of his adult life working in the UK.  He ended up rough sleeping for a 
week.  
 
“It was very scary. You don’t have the resources to survive in the streets. You don’t know how to eat, where to 
go, you don’t have people to relate to. I was walking around the city wondering what I was doing here. I felt so 
attached, emotionally, sentimentally, to this city but I felt so lonely.”  
 
Ahmed sofa surfed for 6 months, moving every few days. 
 
All were able to become residents within a few weeks after being referred.  It is also clear that settling into 
sharing accommodation hasn’t been easy. For Kate this is her first time living away from family.    
 
“It was shocking at first. The project has helped me see the real world without proper support from family. 
Having to build up friendships with people you don’t really know and live with them 24/7 can be challenging.  
There’s a lot of support when you need it but living in the project can be difficult when everyone moves in and 
out, which can be unnerving for me.” 
 
Chanel similarly commented:  
 
“I was always a bit scared to go into shared accommodation, because I’ve always lived on my own, but it’s 
actually been really good, it’s helped me socialise and keep going, learning from different people’s backgrounds 
and how they’ve coped helps you cope”.  
 
 Others like Ahmed have found it difficult to accept help.    
 
“Coming to the project initially made me feel uncomfortable because I didn’t want to discuss my past issues. 
I’ve always been self-dependant and determined. I know there is a very thin line between determination and 
arrogance, and I need to remember that!” 
 
Having made the process of adjusting to shared living and the nature of the support provided all are clear 
about what AFW has offered them.  
 
 “The street makes you mentally lost, if you are there for too long.  That’s why this project is important.”  
(Tomas) 
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“Having somewhere stable to live really helps as well as support if things do go wrong. I think I would have 
given up without it. I don’t want to be out of work, because then I don’t have a distraction from everything 
that’s going on.” (Kate) 
 
‘’BHT have helped me with housing but also my mental health and wellbeing which I really appreciate. To 
actually be sitting here now talking freely about how everything’s gone is a big thing because I couldn’t speak 
about things before without getting upset.” (Chanel) 
 
“AFW gave me the opportunity to take that load of stress off, a roof over my head and some space to regroup 
my thoughts.  Great support, convenient in a way that aids my recovery, and my primary focus to just to get 
back on track again.” (Ahmed) 
 
They have also, as a result of the experience of AFW, begun to reassess their priorities.  
 
Tomas has found a private rented flat and, at the time of the interview, was due to move in. “I want to prove 
to myself that I can live independently again. I can be a person again. I feel ready.”  
 
Kate said her biggest challenge at the moment is her mental health but she says she is not going to let it define 
her life.  
 
Tad had good grades in school and is thinking of going to university next year to do either journalism or 
criminal law but said, “choosing one is hard as it’s a big commitment, so I want to pick the right course. I feel 
happier not living where I used to live, but there are still loads of uncertainties ahead which worry me as well”. 
 
 Ahmed is looking forward to securing his own accommodation, having regular clients for a steady income and 
launching his own boot camp.  
 
Chanel hopes to secure her own property again and keep on working.  
 
“My whole way of thinking has changed since moving into the BHT project. I always thought I was on my own, 
but, speaking to people, I’ve realised there is a lot of help out there, and that’s the important thing to know, 
everyone needs help at times.” 
 
At this stage many are tentative and there is a long way to go but they are all positive and have been given the 
opportunity and support to turn their lives around.  
 
2.3.2 How clients viewed the support received on AFW 
AFW offers a particular model of support. As has been pointed out, this is mainly based on the weekly 
meetings with their key worker that provide the basis for individual support given to all residents.  This is 
supplemented by regular house meetings designed to identify issues of common concern to residents.  It is 
also a means by which staff can raise any concerns they have with a particular house.  Formal resident 
feedback on this support is documented in periodic surveys that are usually administered after the first three 
months.  72 of these were completed in the second phase of AFW.  In addition, an exit survey prior to the end 
of their residency is given to all clients.  59 of these were available to be analysed. The analysis that follows 
comes from looking at the exit surveys. 
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2.3.3 One to one meetings 
Residents were asked to rate the usefulness of key worker support on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being extremely 
useful. The response was overwhelmingly positive with 51 identifying them as extremely useful, 7 very useful 
and 1 useful.  The comments residents made showed how much they appreciated their keyworker. 
 
“There are no words to express how good you were to me.” 
“The staff supported us in making a difference to our daily lives.” 
“The staff were brilliant.”  
“The way we were treated fairly and with respect.” 
“Staff support has been phenomenal and very much appreciated.” 
“Having someone to help keep my goals, tasks and paperwork in check.” 
 
There were no adverse comments at all. The nature of the 1:1 relationship with the keyworker is therefore 
critical in ensuring that individuals succeed.  
 
2.3.4 House meetings   
Views were far more mixed about the value of the house meetings. Here are some examples: 
 
“We see our keyworkers weekly where any problems can be addressed. I see no need for the weekly house 
meeting.” 
“House meetings are pointless and a waste of time that only make people feel uncomfortable in their own 
home.” 
“The regular house meetings to see if everything is ok could be improved.” 
 
Visits to the houses and interviews confirmed that residents valued the privacy of their own room or space 
above all else. Not all were keen to engage with fellow residents. In contrast some did the emphasize the 
sense of community. 
 
“The great sense of community helped me with my future.” 
“Thanks for all you have done you were like a family to me.” 
 
The house meetings were obviously more difficult if the residents didn’t get on or found problems dealing with 
each other. For some this certainly proved to be the case:  
 
“Sharing with different types of people was the worst thing about AFW.” 
“There were difficult situations concerning housemates.” 
“Cleaning toilets whist sharing with five men was the worst thing.” 
 
For others it was a different experience:  
 
“Made some nice friends.” 
“Better able to mix well with others.” 
 
2.3.5 In work support 
The other aspect of AFW where feedback was systematically collected was on the subject of in-work support.  
This only applied to those who worked during their time as residents. They were asked how helpful the 
support they received was, again on a scale of 1 to 5 with 5 being extremely helpful. 44 residents responded to 
this question with 35 describing the support as extremely helpful and a further 6 saying it was very helpful.  
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Again this is a ringing endorsement of the quality of employment support being offered over the last four 
years.  
 
2.4 What did residents feel they got from AFW? 
 
Answers to this question were elicited from responses to the goals achieved, what they had learned that 
would prevent them from becoming homeless again and what they thought was best about AFW. The 
responses can be grouped under a number of common themes. 
 
2.4.1 Space and time 
This was frequently referred to as having a roof over their heads. The following are representative of many 
similar statements:  
 
“Not being on the street.” 
“Space to live and sort out my housing problems that resulted in the best possible outcome for me.”  
“A warm comfortable house with all amenities I needed.” 
“Having a roof over my head (not sofa surfing or in temporary accommodation) resulting in stability in all other 
areas of my life.” 
“Just having my own space to sort myself out and get back in track.” 

 
2.4.2 Work and accommodation 
For many the ability to maintain, improve or secure work was a major benefit as was the realisation that they 
could sustain independent living. 
 
“Found permanent and affordable housing with a Housing Association in central Brighton. Prepared to set up 
my own carpentry business.” 
“Keeping a job for more than a year”.  
“I got a lot of help with my CV and looking for work.” 
“Getting a job was a priority for me. I have that job and am now renting my own flat.”  
“Work placement at BHT reception was very useful in building my confidence”. 
“Got meaningful voluntary work.” 
“Becoming independent and proving I can manage living by myself.” 
“Full-time work and own accommodation and a part-time job on permanent contract.” 
 
2.4.3 Health and Wellbeing   
 
“Feeling safe and secure enabled me to work out mental health issues.” 
“My health condition has improved over the last six months and I am really happy.” 
“Positive wellbeing has led to improvements all round.” 
 
More often than not it was a combination of factors that were frequently mentioned by residents as being 
important. 
 
“Improved health, literacy, working more hours and feeling better.” 
“Got a job, saved £200. It gave me a room, job and college.” 
“I managed to find a stable and more positive lifestyle. Got part-time work, gym membership and found an 
effective therapy for my OCD.” 
“Got full-time work, stopped gambling and my health improved, as well as my writing.”  
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“Frustrations arose from lack of funds, led to diminishing expectations regarding my future career prospects. 
The stigma of being labelled as someone in need of support was hard.”  
 
2.4.4 Financial security 
Dealing with their financial security or lack of was critical to many residents. It also figured in their thinking 
about life beyond AFW.  
 
“Planning ahead and having a plan B in case of emergencies”. 
“Helped me to get help with my debts and save.” 
“Not finding out earlier that my funds were not sufficient to move out and that more needed to be saved” 
 
2.4.5 Training 
The ability to train and do courses was also seen as positive outcome. 
 
“Have passed my Maths and English level 2 exams and a food safety exam.”  
“Going on courses has enabled me to look ahead with optimism.”  

 
2.5 The longer-term impact of AFW on residents  
 
What caused clients to become homeless and how they managed while in the shared accommodation has 
been discussed above using the case studies of current residents.  Each resident both past, present and future 
has a different story to tell and in order to get a sense of the longer-term impact of the project, including what 
happened to them post AFW, 6 in-depth interviews were conducted with previous residents who had left and 
were living locally. The case studies are presented in Appendix 2 as summaries of the longer interviews.  The 
analysis below attempts to look at some of the themes that the six shared in common and explore why AFW 
proved an important factor in their path towards independence. 
 
2.5.1 Challenging the stereotypes  
In the best-selling book, “The Salt Path”, Raynor Winn talks about her experience of homelessness and how 
people perceive the homeless themselves. She writes: 
 
“The public’s perception of the homeless immediately assumes drink, drugs and mental health issues and 
prompts fear.” (page 103) 
 
This, like many stereotypes, has some basis in truth but as the 6 case-studies show is not an explanation of 
how people become homeless and, more importantly, how best to help them.  
 
Our six interviews were with four men and two women.  None of them had just arrived in Brighton looking for 
a place to stay. Two were raised in the city, two had moved to the UK from abroad over 15 years ago and two 
were born in the UK and had moved to the city 5 years ago.  Four were graduates and only one, with a learning 
difficulty, had left school with no formal qualifications.  All had significant records of work experience some of 
it in quite senior roles in large organisations.  
 
2.5.2 What made them homeless? 
It certainly wasn’t by choice.  A common factor is relationship or family break-up that had precipitated a crisis 
that led to their accommodation and financial position becoming destabilised.  In turn this often led to 
insecure employment.  At these crisis points the interviewees talked of depression, isolation and in one case 
turning to alcohol. Or as one interviewee puts it, “almost giving up on the world”.  Most were not rough 
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sleepers but were staying in hostels or sofa surfing with friends.  One experienced life on the streets and one 
describes buying a tent in preparation for just such an eventuality.  
 
Viewed in this light, becoming a resident of AFW is described as “life-saving”, “a huge relief” and “a life 
changing experience”.  This didn’t mean to say that the problems they had encountered had disappeared, far 
from it. As one commented, AFW “helped me when I was at my lowest ebb. It stopped me from getting to that 
point of becoming entrenched homeless and that is a place you don’t want to be.” 
 
A number describe the difficulties they experienced in adapting to life in shared accommodation when the 
realisation dawned on them just how far they had fallen.  As one commented, “Poverty is 24/7, it is utterly 
restricting, all-consuming and it accentuates other problems you have in your life”.  But all six have used the 
experience to rebuild their lives. This includes using their time at AFW to gain qualifications, volunteer and get 
work experience.  All six are now living independently. Four of them as tenants of BHT and two are living in the 
private rented sector.  
 
2.5.3 Work and employment 
At the time of the interviews five of the six were in employment or self-employed. The other one was looking 
to start a job.  However, the nature of their employment is temporary rather than permanent.  Two of them 
are working in homeless services where their lived experience is a significant asset.  All of them recognise that 
it is a long road to financial security.  Lucia, who has set up her own business said, “I see a bright future but it 
will be sometime before regular clients start coming through the door”.  A number also confessed to being 
anxious about slipping back into poverty and homelessness. “I am surviving not living”, summed up a number 
of views. This was also reflected in their assessment of their current accommodation.  
 
2.5.4 Continued need for help 
Living independently has not lessened the need for support. Two regularly visit the BHT Offices for advice 
about managing money and Universal Credit.  Another has become a Trustee of BHT and sits as a 
representative of tenants on the Board. One works on a BHT project and another is researching homelessness. 
This shows those relationships with BHT and its staff after leaving AFW as important for three reasons. Firstly, 
keyworkers are a trusted source of advice and support. Secondly, in a number of cases BHT is their landlord.  
Thirdly, working or volunteering with BHT is seen as a means of giving something back to an organisation that 
has helped them. 
 
The situation they have all reached is again well described by Raynor Wynn: 
 
“At last I understood what homelessness had done for me. It had taken every material thing that I had and left 
me stripped bare, a blank page at the end of a partly written book.  It had also given me a choice, either to 
leave that page blank or to keep writing the story with hope. I chose hope.” 
 
 
SECTION 3 - SUCCESS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF ACCOMMODATION FOR 
WORK STAFF 
 
Many project evaluations can simply disregard or downplay the views of staff. There is the feeling that they 
are inherently biased in favouring the value of the work they or their organisation are doing.  This ignores the 
fact that they may have been involved in the original planning, provide continuity and see issues from the 
ground up.  This is certainly the case with AFW.  In order to get a full picture from across BHT, interviews were 
conducted with Nikki Homewood, the Director of Advice and Support, Jo Berry, the Fund Raising and 
Marketing Manager, Sharon Parry, a Housing Adviser, the AFW team including Bernadette Lynch, the Project 
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Manager, Domonique Gallagher and Lindsay Maughan, Key Workers, and Anna Muten the Training and 
Development Coordinator.  Between them these staff have a vast amount of experience of working in 
homeless services and all but one had been involved in an aspect of the AFW project from the outset. This 
included putting together the original bid over 9 years ago. 
 
The interviews were designed to explore three related issues namely, the changing needs of clients, the 
challenges for residents and the project itself and views about the success of AFW. 
 
3.1 The increasing needs of homeless clients 
 
One common theme identified by most was that working with clients had become more challenging, 
particularly as they were seeing an increase in those with more complex needs. These often related to the 
incidence of mental health or the fact that people were poorer. The diversity of clients was also a factor with 
some needing language support while others were extremely able.  
 
Another point raised in the interviews was that for many potential clients there are simply fewer solutions 
available.  Whilst the needs may not have altered greatly the means of meeting them have.  The changes to 
the benefit system and the availability of affordable housing were frequently mentioned, as was the reduction 
in funding and disappearance of some homeless services. 
 
3.2 Meeting client needs  
 
AFW staff are clear about the expectations they have about people who want to become residents.  
 
“They need to be able to engage in work and learning activity and manage living in shared accommodation.“ 
(Domonique) 
 
Staff admit that the experience gained over the past nine years has enabled them to cope better with areas 
like mental health and feel more comfortable taking risks with certain types of clients. They have developed a 
better understanding about who can benefit most from AFW. As the Project Manager commented, “our clients 
are quietly homeless and work and learning can help them”.  (Bernadette) 
 
As one key worker commented the ability of clients to meet their own expectations can sometimes be a 
barrier to success.  For example, for those with complex needs, “People wanting to work and being able to 
work are two very different things”. (Domonique) 
 
For many clients, financial problems are ones that are most evident.  Enabling clients to cope with the 
complexities of the changing benefits system, manage debt and plan for an eventual exit into independent 
living has required the growth of real expertise in the staff.  As another key worker commented on their role, “I 
am a support worker, housing officer and finance administrator.” (Lindsay) 
 
Issues like debt don’t magically disappear when clients cross the threshold into an AFW house. The following 
quote illustrates this very point.  
 
“I currently have 4 clients not paying rent which leads to difficult conversations.  Because people are working 
that doesn’t mean their problems are at an end.” (Lindsay)  
 
This can be compounded by two other factors.  The first is the type of employment they enter.  This often 
includes low paid sectors like hospitality and leisure, telesales and unskilled construction work.  There is also a 
tendency for residents to seek part-time work so that their benefits are not threatened.  This is one way of 
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trying to ensure they don’t re-enter the downward spiral towards becoming homeless. The downside is that it 
locks them into subsistence living.  
 
For clients to succeed in AFW they have to settle into shared accommodation where there can be a steady 
turnover in their fellow housemates during their stay.  Their needs are not just met by staff but their fellow 
residents.  
 
In a number of instances residents have been evicted. Being in a shared accommodation with five other people 
can exacerbate individual problems and behaviours.  For this reason the AFW Handbook and Licence 
Agreement are very clear about what constitutes unacceptable behaviour.  As the project manager said,  
 
“There are problems with shared accommodation but people are asked to be civil and support a safe 
environment. The skills of shared living are not unlike those used in the workplace and this is a good thing. It is 
not about everybody being friends”. (Bernadette) 
 
3.3 Challenges to the success of AFW  
 
A number of these challenges arise from changes that are external to the project. The interviews identified a 
number of these. 
 
Brighton is a popular place, which means rental property is more often than not unaffordable as the local 
housing allowance doesn’t cover the rent.  Council housing is not available to these single clients and buy to let 
has had a huge impact on the property market.  Added to this are the Section 21 notices that allow landlords 
to give notice to tenants and puts people in difficult situations.  This often means managing clients’ 
expectations about what they can expect when they move on.  As one interviewee commented, “They are not 
going to get that perfect flat at the end of it.  But we can be creative and positive in helping people.” 
(Bernadette) This was confirmed in the interviews with past residents.  
 
AFW rents are set lower than other forms of accommodation to make them affordable but they may give a 
false impression for those moving on about the real costs of renting and running a flat. Even when in AFW 
accommodation, rent arrears can be a big thing as failing to meet the cost of the £14.08 weekly service charge 
can quickly mount up, particularly as Universal Credit is paid monthly.  
 
The other challenge, as mentioned in Section 2, is that referrals are sometimes inappropriate due to 
incomplete risk assessments that are based on limited disclosure of information. For example, Schedule 1 
offenders, those with alcohol dependency or anger issues who need specialist, intensive support.    
 
Agencies that AFW work with are constantly changing.  For example, only the Step-by-Step literacy and 
numeracy service has worked with AFW for the whole time and they are the only learning provider that 
reports attendance. In addition, AFW staff have had to pick up generic support as other services have declined 
or disappeared, for example, BHT Private Rented Sector Solutions.  
 
3.4 Summary of AFW’s successes 
 
Having worked for over nine years to establish a service that has supported over 250 local people, staff are 
justifiably proud of its record. “It is the jewel in the crown. A small project that has changed people’s lives.” 
(Nikki). They point to the following as the most significant achievements of phase 2. 
 

• Half of clients in the project are working which has been fairly consistent through the history AFW. 
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• Of 22 clients in residence at any one point in time maybe only 1 or 2 will not make some progress.  
• For this phase 2, they have added another house and increased the number that can be supported. 

Though as the Housing Adviser commented, “we could fill the places four or five times over.” (Sharon) 
• Procedures and processes have been improved. This included making changes to the referral process 

and introducing the one-year limit on residency which has had a positive impact on client motivation 
and enabled the project to house more people.   

• The efficiency of the admissions process means that AFW has the lowest level of voids in BHT. This is 
important in ensuring the income stream from rents is maintained at its highest level. 

• The formality of AFW (work-like environment) has helped people get on with their lives. 
• Successfully taking on the role of engaging private landlords in move on accommodation.  There was a 

BHT team that did this which no longer exists so for last two years key workers have done this.  It 
includes liaison with landlords, producing materials, including handbooks, and running workshops for 
clients.  This is important given that clients are not eligible for Council accommodation.  It is also 
important given landlords’ preference for tenants who are in receipt of Housing Benefit rather than 
on Universal Credit or paid low wages. 

• Short-term results are positive in helping people change. However they acknowledge that sustaining 
change beyond AFW is difficult and so have continued to support, advise or refer former clients who 
contact them. 

• They are a very small, strong team whose skills complement each other and are the face of AFW.  In 
terms of BHT they are still a relatively new service. Each year they are learning from individual clients.  
In the words of one keyworker: “What we do is really amazing, client feedback shows that. We are 
not institutionalised as a service but very human.  We all really love our jobs which is very rare and the 
clients see this.” (Lindsay) 

• They have built up expertise in AFW around areas like benefit changes for those in work that help 
other agencies dealing with Housing Benefit and in Job Centres.  This has in turn been fed into the 
Choice training programmes.  

• Getting Ready for Work events that link together clients, staff and work and learning providers have 
grown more popular, and funding and support from AFW has been essential to their success.  

• The Training and Development Service has kept work and learning at the fore across a wide range of 
support services in the city.  

 
Despite the achievement of AFW there is a feeling among staff that the value of its contribution to combatting 
homelessness is not widely understood or recognised across the city.  
 
 
SECTION 4 - SUCCESS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF OTHER HOMELESS 
SERVICES AND WORK & LEARNING PROVIDERS    
 
4.1 Choice Training and Development  
 
The Choice service was introduced as part of the second phase of AFW.  It is linked to a specific outcome to 
enable other agencies working with the homeless to support their clients into work and learning.  In this area 
of activity AFW is seeking to influence the delivery of other organisations and is dependent for results on how 
they respond over the five-year period.  This makes it a more challenging goal but is where they have already 
made considerable progress in the last three years.  Choice offers a combination of services designed to 
support, inform and influence the practice of homeless services.  It also engages work and learning providers 
in the city in providing leadership and support for networks that enable collaboration to grow.  In this sense it 
has become the way in which AFW itself engages with relevant stakeholders across the city.  
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It began with the appointment of a Coordinator, Anna Muten, in April 2016.  She has been given in her words, 
“a free role to define the offer in order to achieve the outcomes”. After an extensive period of consultation 
with stakeholders the service began to take shape and currently includes:  

• Bespoke and general staff development  
• Events designed to inform staff and service users about the range of opportunities available to them  
• Surveys designed to measure changes taking place in the way staff and clients in the homeless 

services are engaging with work and learning  
• A regular flow of communication designed to keep agencies and their staff abreast of developments   
• Supporting the on-going relationship between the providers of work and learning opportunities and 

the homeless services  
• Internal support for staff development and training within BHT. 

The Choice training programme and events were all offered free to participants.  
 
The Choice Training and Development Co-ordinator has systematically collected a range of data to measure 
progress, identify on-going needs and get feedback on specific activities. This data has been used to present 
the range and breadth of the work.  Performance against the specific targets set in objective 4 of the funding 
bid is presented in Section 5 of this report.  
 

4.2 Bespoke and general staff development 
 
Training and development has been an important part of the service offered by the Choice Coordinator. They 
have taken the form of bespoke training for particular services or workshops aimed at a wider audience.  The 
key sessions are entitled ‘Engaging Clients in Work and Learning’ which form a large part of this work, amongst 
other sessions with a more specific focus.  
 
Between May 2016 and May 2019 the coordinator has delivered 16 bespoke staff training workshops to 14 
organisations that between them accounted for 36 projects or services. 88% of those attending the workshops 
provided feedback.  Of these:   
 

• 83% enjoyed the learning experience 
• 81.5% were more confident in enabling their clients to access and engage in work and learning 

activity  
• 78.5% felt better equipped to support clients in this area.   

 
Participants valued both the style of delivery and the resources provided in the workshops: 
   

• 73% felt they would put the knowledge and skills gained to use  
• 53% would like to attend more specific training.  

 
In addition, there were a number of positive statements about the experience that support the high levels of 
satisfaction expressed by participants. Typical of these are the following comments on the bespoke training:  
 
“It was fun, creative - not dry and just statistics.” 
“Great style of learning – kept it interesting.” 
“Being client focussed and encouraging individuals towards their chosen goals is amazing.” 
“Feel empowered to help clients find their strengths and improve their self-esteem.” 
“I liked the teamwork in a small group, sharing thoughts and experiences with colleagues.”  
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“I have used the skills from the last session in supporting my clients.” 
 
The feedback from the more general workshops aimed at raising awareness of support for work and learning 
were equally positive and included the following:  
 
“I am now more aware of the different services out there and there are so many valuable initiatives that have 
been set up for homeless individuals.” 
“I like the variety of people that came in.” 
“The networking helped find out how other support staff work with this client group.” 
“I found guest speakers helpful and informative and feel more confident discussing options for support with 
clients.” 
“I liked Anna’s approach to training.” 
 
4.3 The Work and Learning Working Group  
 
The Work and Learning Working Group (WLWG) has a history that predates AFW.  It was allocated a role in the 
City Council’s current Homelessness Strategy 2014-2109.  Whilst originally a creation of the Council, WLWG 
has evolved to become an open network of homeless services and those working within the homeless 
pathway, intermediaries and providers of education and training.  It has a mailing list of 180 individuals and 
meets bi-monthly.  The group is chaired by the Accommodation for Work Manager and its meetings and 
activities are organised by the Choices Training and Development Co-ordinator. Its primary purpose is to share 
information, brief members on new developments, identify issues of common concern to clients and their 
services, plan and support the Getting Ready for Work event that takes place twice yearly.  The AFW has 
provided funding to support the Getting Ready for Work events. WLWG now has membership and feeds into 
the work of the re-structured citywide Adult Learning and Skills Partnership thereby having wider links with a 
broader range of learning initiatives and services.  
 
As part of this evaluation feedback was sought from those attending a meeting of the WLWG held on the 26 
June 2019. 
 

14 people attended the meeting from a range of services, including staff from the DWP.  In the 
discussion about the value of its work the following points emerged:  

• They felt that the meeting was an important opportunity to link with other providers and 
share ideas; break down isolation; get information of real value to them and their clients; 
identify the common barriers they all faced and provide feedback to agencies like DWP.  

• The majority had been involved in one or more of the Getting Ready for Work events.  
They judged these to be relaxed and informative events that provided a good 
opportunity for clients and staff to find out what was available to support work and 
learning.  It was described as “an uplifting experience”.  

• Four of the group had attended specific training offered by Choices and had appreciated 
the chance to meet and share with other service providers. “It made me feel less 
isolated” one person commented.  Others regularly went to the Good Practice Sharing 
meetings that are another part of the Choice offer. 

• Understanding of the detail of the Accommodation for Work Project itself was not widely 
shared and the Choice service was more readily interpreted as being what Anna Muten, 
the Choice Co-ordinator, delivered. 

• At the meeting issues like Universal Credit, the levels of appeals against refusal to grant 
benefits to clients were discussed. Information was provided on a service to champion 
(neuro) diversity and capability through the use of technology and capital grants from a 
Housing Association; community learning programmes from the Community Kitchen and 
the extension of a trial to support employment in drug and alcohol services were also 
shared. 
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4.4 Getting Ready for Work Events  
 
These events are designed to bring providers of work and learning opportunities together with the staff and 
clients of homeless and related services. They are a product of the Work and Learning Group that was 
originally established by the City Council.  The event is now funded from the AFW budget. 7 have been 
organised to date with 4 of these taking place during phase 2 of AFW. They are organised by the Choice 
Coordinator with help from a small planning group. The events provide access to information and advice about 
the opportunities available.  They have broadened in scope and ambition over the past four years. For 
example, the next event, taking place in July 2019, is marketed as a “wellbeing, learning and work skills event”.  
This serves a very different purpose to the Job Fairs organised by the local Job Centre. 
 
The number of agencies involved in the event has grown significantly from 21 in April 2016 to 41 in July 2018.  
The most recent events held in July 2018 and January 2019 attracted a total of 135 and 120 participants. In 
January, 63 of those attending were from providers and 57 were clients. 14 of the clients were attending as 
volunteers. Over half those attending gave feedback that was extremely positive about the event itself and the 
relaxed and friendly atmosphere.  

 
4.5 Annual Work and Learning Skills Development Survey 
 
This survey is citywide and is completed by managers of the homeless services.  Three have been conducted to 
date with the response growing from 7 (2016-17) to 17 agencies (2017-18) and 18 in (2019). All surveys show 
high positive responses, 85% in 2016-17 and 94% in both 2017/18 and 18/19, to the question about staff 
developing their skills in supporting clients to engage in work and learning. The exact same response is 
recorded to the question about staff enabling clients to improve their employability and life skills. The 
significant difference comes in response to the question about staff enabling clients to enter employment 
where in the years only half those surveyed responded positively. This reflects how the needs of different 
service users are perceived and the tendency to support learning rather than direct employment for clients. 
Nevertheless 78% of services in 2017/18 and 76% in the latest survey said that there has been an increase in 
the number of clients engaging in learning and work activity /meaningful occupation.  
 
Comments made in the latest survey (May 2019) included the following: - 
 
“We have recruited a Homeless Prevention Key Worker as our first significant attempt at facing issues raised in 
this survey. We are grateful to Anna Muten and the services she provides/informs us of regularly.” 
“This service has had a positive impact on our clients”. 
“A friendly and supportive service, allowing staff to seek advice on work and learning.”  
“The fact that there is less engagement does not reflect on work and learning skills development but is an 
indication of the more chaotic, multiple needs client group now being exclusively referred to the hostel.” 

 
4.6 Communication and networking 
 
Maintaining effective communication that both informs and is used by its intended audiences is always 
difficult.  This was behind the decision to re-launch the AFW Choice newsletter as AFW Choice Newsfeed on 
the AFW webpages with regular updates, other work and learning information and resources. This was 
circulated each quarter to over 200 staff from more than 30 agencies but has been inactive for a year.  
 
The networking aspect of the coordinators role has not been confined to the delivery of training or the 
provision of information about work and learning. Indeed it has been very extensive and enabled the project 
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to build new relationships. It has also been the basis for identifying and pursuing new areas of development. 
For example, the Coordinator is involved in discussions to create a Learning and Development Network to 
promote workforce development across the third sector. There is also the opportunity to look at a project to 
use assisted technology to support the homeless who face specific learning problems.  

 
4.7 Working as part of AFW and BHT 
 
Much of the activity under the Choice umbrella has been explicitly outwardly facing.  However, links with AFW 
and BHT staff have begun to emerge.  In the case of the former this is through attending AFW team meetings, 
facilitating small informal information sharing events on volunteering, training and employment advice for 
hostel residents, attending events like Getting Ready for Work or via the AFW Keyworkers contributing their 
expertise, and training sessions delivered by the Choice Co-ordinator for other homeless services.  In the case 
of the latter this has been evidenced through planning and participation in Learning at Work Week activities 
for BHT staff.  This initiative was trialled in 2018 and this year the Coordinator worked with the Head of 
Learning and Development to run the event in May 2019.  In addition, BHT staff from other projects and 
services have attended the Good Practice sessions and participated in the Get Ready for Work events.  All of 
this has helped to raise the profile of the Coordinator’s role and the AFW project itself.  
 

4.8 Progress to date 
 
It is evident from the above that significant progress has been made in the last three years in establishing the 
role of the AFW Choice Coordinator and the service as one that raises the profile of learning and work amongst 
homeless services across the city.  This is in part due to the variety of different ways in which staff and their 
clients can engage with Choice. It is also attributable to the extensive networking that the Coordinator has 
undertaken in developing and promoting the service and AFW itself.  
 
Many of the challenges that have had to be dealt with in establishing Choice still remain. These include: -  

• Getting staff and their managers to create space for training when they and their services are under 
pressure. Promoting work and learning has to be set against other priorities. 

• The chaotic lifestyles of many clients that are supported by homelessness services makes sustaining 
an engagement in learning and work related activity problematic.  

• Recently a number of the services have developed their own in-house support for learning and work 
activity. For example, the YMCA now have Evolve, a service that offers a work and learning coaching 
service that is available more generally.   

• Finally, staff turnover and the disappearance of some services means that building and maintaining 
relationships is more difficult.  As a result AFW asked to reduce the overall target from 36 to 30 
homeless services that will be better skilled to support their clients into learning and work. This 
probably reflects the number of services that actually operate in the city. 
 

 
SECTION 5 - SUCCESS FROM THE PERSPECTIVE OF CURRENT AND FUTURE 
FUNDERS 
 
The model of support for phases 1 and 2 is outlined in Section 1 above.    
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5.1 Outcomes of Phase 1 
 
AFW completed an in-house evaluation of Phase 1 some 4.5 years into the project.  At this stage they 
recognised the need to work with a diverse range of partners and to share experience and knowledge with 
them and they established a lead role in the Local Authority’s Work & Learning Working Group.    

• Received 351 referrals from 20 different partner agencies 
• Worked with 125 homeless people, preventing 125 cases of homelessness – 14 of those either 

decided not to stay or were asked to leave the project due to non-compliance with the rules and 
ethos of the project 

• 111 remained in the project – of those: 
o 74 clients secured paid employment 
o 59 clients completed vocational training 
o 41 clients completed work placements or voluntary work. 

 
5.2  Challenges and lessons learned from phase 1 
 
The biggest challenges identified in phase 1 of the project were:  

• high demand for the accommodation 
• higher than expected additional support needs (61% of clients) 
• the transition for clients starting work and coming off welfare benefits and being responsible for own 

money management.  
• starting work creating new challenges for clients. 

The lessons learned included:  
• the importance of in-work support 
• not being prescriptive about the nature of work and learning activities  
• clients prioritising other outgoings and debt repayments over rent. 

 
Encouraged by the results and recognition phase 1 of AFW had attracted locally and nationally, a further bid 
for additional funding for phase 2 increased the client numbers and added a further outcome to provide 
support for other homeless services (Choice Training and Development).  
 
5.3 Objectives and achievements of phase 2 
 
The formal project objectives and change indicators below are those that have been agreed as part of the 
funding and are therefore the basis on which funders can make judgements. 
 
Some of the change indicators are based on measuring the achievements of residents; others rely on gathering 
feedback directly from them.   
 
During Phase 2 AFW asked the funders, the National Lottery, for some changes to the change indicators for 
outcome 2.  For example, the first change indicator previously referred to improved job searching skills, 
whereas the new indicator refers to an improved CV and provides a more practical measure of progression 
that is now supported by the considerable expertise of the keyworkers.  The second change indicator now 
includes voluntary work which provides valuable work experience.  All four annual reports to the funders have 
used the new measures.   
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When looking at the progress to date on the outcomes, there is a slight confusion in that outcome 2 and its 
third change indicator are the same, and outcome 3 and its second change indicator are the same.           
 
The figures that follow for outcomes 1, 2, 3 and were included in the annual report to the Lottery at the end of 
year four (23 May, 2019) and are based on spread sheet data for each individual client collated throughout the 
year. 
 
OUTCOME 1:  160 former homeless men and women will have improved employability and life skills by the end of year five (32 per 
year) 
Change Indicator Progress to date: 
 Clients using the project will report increased self-confidence. 32 
per year. 

98 

Clients using the project will report having better coping 
strategies and being better able to manage in a crisis. 32 per year. 

102 

Clients using the project will report that they are better prepared 
to apply for jobs and take up employment and training 
opportunities.  160 by the end of the project. 

131 out of 135 residents took up employment and training 
opportunities. 102 of 110 surveyed said they were better 
prepared to take up employment and training opportunities. 

 
Looking at outcome 1 above, at the end of year 4, 131 residents had taken up employment and training 
opportunities, thereby improving their employability and life skills. Therefore, only a further 29 residents are 
required next year in order to meet the five-year target of 160.   
 
Regarding the first, second and third change indicators above, it should be noted that the feedback for these is 
gathered from residents as and when opportunities present themselves rather than at set points in the project 
year, so not all residents will have been included at this point.  This will account for all three of these being 
reported as a little under target.  With a target of 32 per year the expected achievement would be 128 at this 
4-year point.  Given that 131 residents have taken up employment and training opportunities, there is no 
reason to think that this target won’t be achieved by the end of the fifth year. 
 
OUTCOME 2: 100 former homeless people will secure employment by the end of year five 
Change Indicator Progress to date: 
Clients can demonstrate that their CV has improved, making 
them more employable (30 per year). 

131 of 135 residents. 4 YEAR TARGET EXCEEDED 

Clients using the project will have taken up training or voluntary 
work, internships or work placements (75 by the end of the 
project). 

89 residents have taken up training, voluntary work, internships 
or work placements. 5 YEAR TARGET EXCEEDED IN YEAR 4  

 Clients using the project will have gained employment (100 
people by the end of the project) 

87 residents have gained employment. 

 
At this 4-year point, 87 residents have taken up employment out of the 5-year target of 100 so AFW are on 
track to achieve or exceed outcome 2.    
 

• Regarding the first change indicator – with 131 clients having improved their CV, AFW have exceeded 
the 4-year target of 120.   

• For the second indicator - with 89 residents having already taken up training, voluntary work, 
internships or work placements, AFW have already exceeded the 5-year target for the project.  

 
OUTCOME 3: 160 cases of homelessness and rough sleeping will be prevented by the end of year five 
Change Indicator Progress to date: 
Clients using the project will report improved tenancy 
sustainment skills (125 by the end of the project). 

121 residents have improved their tenancy skills by sustaining 
their stay.    

Clients housed in the project who would otherwise have been 
homeless (160 by the end of the project). 

135 homeless people have been housed by the project.  

 
With 135 residents by the end of year 4, AFW only need a further 25 residents in the final year in order to 
achieve outcome 3. 
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• Regarding the first change indicator, 121 residents have improved their tenancy skills by sustaining 

their stay.  This is out of a 5-year target of 125 so AFW are likely to meet and exceed this target by the 
end of the project. 

 
OUTCOME 4: 30 homeless services (6 hostels, 24 support services) will be better skilled to support clients into work, by the end 
of year 5.   Per year: 6 Year 1; 8 Years 2-4; 6 Year 5  
Change Indicator Progress to date: 
Local homeless agencies using the project will report they are 
better skilled to support clients to engage in work and learning. 

55 staff from 22 services have reported increased skills and 
confidence in supporting their clients to access and engage in 
work and learning (from traning feedback) 

88% of 17 projects surveyed have reported that their staff had 
developed their knowledge and skills in engaging clients in work 
and learning. 

Local homeless agencies using the project will report an increase 
in the number of clients in training or work. 

17 agencies have reported an increase in client work and learning 
engagement over the year. This outcome represents each of the 
following types of support services: 

• Low Support Need Hostel 
• High/Medium Support Need Hostel 
• Residential Mental Health Recovery 
• Residential Addiction Recovery 
• Residential Supported Living 
• Day Centre Support 
• Employability Skills Training 

Local homeless agencies using the project will report that they 
have made adjustments to their service provision to support 
clients into work and learning. 

By end of project: 28 
In the last year:  
Homeless support agencies have reported the following 
changes made to service provision: 

• 12 agencies started to engage in the specialist staff 
training and development activities we offer to 
better support clients to access and engage in 
work and learning 

• 17 agencies made new links and increased their 
facilitation of external  work and learning providers 
visiting clients and staff onsite at their projects 

• 8 agencies increased their client involvement 
activities 

 
For outcome 4 the evidence of change comes from an annual survey of the managers of homeless service. 
 
The detail of the individual parts of the service that provide a comprehensive picture of activity are analysed in 
section 4 above. What is clear from that analysis is that the training and development activity has extended 
well beyond the narrow target of engaging 30 homeless service providers with a view to improving their skills 
in supporting clients into work. This goal has nevertheless been achieved in what are difficult times for staff 
and organisations working in the sector.  
 
5.4 Value for Money 

There is no simple and agreed process for establishing the exact cost of homelessness nor the cost 
effectiveness of strategies to alleviate it.  Locally, the BHCC Housing Strategy 2014-2019 states that: 

“It is recognised that quantifying the cost of homelessness to the Council and its partners is a difficult exercise.  
… As a City we need to agree a methodology that looks at the risk factors and triggers of homelessness and 
differentiate between those costs that would have occurred in any event (the loss of accommodation due to 
substance misuse or mental health) to the cost savings of prevention and early intervention in these areas. This 
will seek to identify the true cost savings to Housing and its partners in Social Care, Health, Offender 
Management, Police and the Courts.” (BHCC Housing Strategy 2014-2019, p18) 
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The Crisis 2015 Report on Single Homelessness undertaken by the University of York points out that periodic 
attempts to calculate this are constrained by limited data and the need for better evidence. Their report, 
which provides estimated costs for a small number of possible scenarios attempts to show the costs of 
different types, levels and frequency of intervention including those for councils, the welfare system, social 
services, the NHS and the judiciary.  They conclude that:   

 “The illustrative vignettes show that different experiences of single homelessness cause a diversity of 
public expenditure, varying in type and in level. However, there is a very clear message, preventing and rapidly 
resolving homelessness always costs less public money than allowing homelessness to become sustained or 
repeated. Public expenditure on single homelessness is likely to rise in parallel to the duration and frequency of 
homelessness. The longer someone is homeless, or the more often they experience homelessness, the more 
they will cost the taxpayer.” (Crisis Report on Single Homelessness, 2015, pvi) 

AFW is funded by the National Lottery Community Fund and Brighton Housing Trust. Whilst running costs for 
the AFW model include staff salaries and provision and upkeep of properties, this is mediated somewhat by 
the income received as rent.  Costs to the public sector include benefits received by residents some of whom 
will be unemployed while others will be employed at the point of entry. The most important point is that AFW 
provides accommodation that can be sustained for up to a year and supports residents to develop the 
personal, work and social skills that will enable them to move forward rather than relapse back into 
homelessness or entrenched homelessness that demands frequent and repeated intervention.  This is well 
illustrated by the interviews with previous residents.   

Providing comparative costs is complicated due to the uniqueness of the Accommodation for Work model.  
The National Lottery has provided a grant of £386,073 for the first four years, out of 481,225 for the duration 
of the five-year project.  The cost per resident for up to a year’s residency plus training and 1:1 support 
therefore equates to £2,860 per head at this four-year point.  For future funders this is a clear indication of the 
level of investment required to successfully support a homeless person through AFW and shows how direct 
investment can rescue individuals. 

The other source of funding that AFW has drawn on is used to support individual clients. This has been used to 
help with course fees, rent in advance and deposits for move on accommodation. One resident completed a 
plumbing course with help from charity funding. Others are doing graphic design and personal trainer assessor 
courses.  These would have been impossible without the additional funding. They apply to the Council for help 
for rent in advance for residents who are in receipt of benefits. If people aren’t in receipt of benefits they 
aren’t eligible for that funding so project staff research and apply for other funding. They have applied to the 
Alchemy Trust, Vicars’ Relief Fund, the British Legion and industry specific charities such as Hospitality Action, 
Grocery Aid, the Retail Trust and the Butchers Trust.  One recent development has seen AFW begin to use 
discretionary payments granted by the Local Authority to help bridge the gap for residents so they are not 
worse off in work due to living in a hostel. 
 
  
SECTION 6 - POSSIBLE ISSUES FOR THE FUTURE OF AFW 
 
One of the purposes of this evaluation is to point out areas where the service could be further refined and 
developed. This can be seen as a precursor to a future funding bid that would keep the same basic 
infrastructure and approach to single homelessness that has been successful over the past ten years.  
The following points are posed as questions for the AFW/BHT staff to consider.  
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AFW 
 

1. Is AFW operating at optimum level?  Expanding the numbers would have implications for staff 
workloads and possible retention issues for clients.  Would taking on another house, as was done in 
phase 2, be too much of a stretch?  

 
2. The target group remains single homeless and the AFW model is built around this. Are there sub 

categories that could be prioritised? Might this have an implication for potential funders?  This isn’t 
easy as, for example, single women or under 25s are not heavily represented in the current cohort 
but could form part of a future intake. 

 
3. Is the alternative to expansion to retain present levels of residency but extend formal support for six 

months after exit from AFW?  
 

4. What is the potential to create pathways with other BHT services including substance misuse, Move 
On and Internships?  If clients exit those projects with no fixed tenancy, would they be eligible for 
AFW? 

 
5. The cost to any funder (less than £3k per person in the current funding methodology) can be proven 

to make a real difference to someone’s life. This is a powerful message. This may not be a basis for 
longer term recurrent funding but could form part of a fund raising campaign.  The case studies could 
be useful to promote this message, as could some video interviews. AFW have demonstrated in phase 
2 that even small amounts of additional funding can be used to provide support to individuals.  

 
6. The next iteration of the Brighton and Hove City Council Homelessness Strategy needs to make 

specific reference to the value of AFW as one way of tackling a dimension of homelessness. It may not 
be an immediate route to funding but having it endorsed as part of the overall strategy might position 
it for any new funding streams. This report could provide a basis for engaging with the recently 
elected Council about integrating AFW into its overall approach to tackling homelessness. 

 
7. Data collection, although significant in AFW and Choice, could be more rigorous. There is overlap 

between the questions asked in the various reviews and this could be rationalised.  This is particularly 
important if support is to extend to six months beyond residents exiting the project and measure 
longer-term impact.  

 
8. There is no administrative support in AFW.  Could the example of a BHT internship in Choices be 

replicated across AFW to provide administrative and IT support?  
 

9.  In the next funding bid the link between outcomes and change indicators needs to be reviewed.  The 
fact that changes to the latter in phase 2 were suggested to the Lottery indicates that they weren’t an 
ideal fit. They need to derive from real meaningful activity. There should be a measure or outcome 
that goes beyond residents exit from AFW. 

 

Choice 
 

10. What are the opportunities to link the IAG role developed in AFW/Choices and extend it across BHT 
services? Would Matrix accreditation be a possible incentive to look at this more holistically? 
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11. Would a small grant of under 10k could be useful to convert the training materials for a different form 
of delivery. Could this be for stand-alone printed materials delivered in open learning style for self-
study? 

 
12. Is it appropriate to look at the Coordinator role as being recast to engage directly with employers? 

 
13. How can the Training and Development function, pioneered in Choice, be best utilised within BHT? 

 

BHT 
 

14. BHT needs to look at making more of the success of AFW and how it fits with its in future strategic 
development. For example, is it something that should just run in Brighton?   

 
15. Is the expertise that AFW staff have built up around the areas of benefits and the single homeless a 

strength that could be built on and be part of the BHT advisory services? 
 

16. BHT can explore how it wants its advice and guidance services that link accommodation, work and 
learning to develop beyond AFW.  
. 

The evolution of phase 3 of AFW will need to show funders how the core model can be further refined to 
deliver to build on the learning from phase 2. The key to that may rest in answers to some of the questions 
posed above. 
 
 

SECTION 7 - CONCLUSION 

This evaluation has shown that the progress made in Phase 1 of Accommodation for Work has continued in 
Phase 2. The lessons learned from Phase 1 have enabled increased numbers of single homeless people to 
develop employment skills, find work and sustain a tenancy beyond their stay in the project. Moreover it has 
coped with significant changes to national policy particularly in the area of benefits. Homelessness is a national 
problem but one that can be informed by successful local initiatives like AFW. The funders, the National 
Lottery Community Fund, should take credit for their continued support for AFW. As Polly Neate, Chief 
Executive of Shelter, said in August 2018:  

"We still need to tackle the chronic lack of genuinely affordable homes, deep instability of renting and problems 
with housing benefit that are leaving so many without a home."  

Viewed in this context AFW is not and was never intended to be a total fix for homelessness. It is a targeted 
and specific form of support for those who can and want to work.  In order to enable that, AFW has shown 
that a period of settled accommodation and individual support to improve skills and employability significantly 
reduces the likelihood that people will return to being homeless. It isn’t a panacea and although some of the 
residents, as this report shows, will continue to struggle once they leave, their life chances will have been 
considerably improved in the process.  Consideration should therefore be given to how the AFW model can be 
replicated elsewhere in the country.  
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APPENDIX  1 – CASE STUDIES, PAST AFW CLIENTS 
 

ALAATTIN 
AFW has changed his life. Making new friends and getting the help when he was homeless 

made all the difference. He also wants to give something back as a volunteer and is 
looking for an opportunity to do just that. 

 
Alaattin was born and grew up in Turkey where he studied agriculture at Izmir University. Fifteen years ago he 
left his home country as a political refugee and moved with his wife to Edinburgh. For much of the time he was 
there he worked in the hospitality industry. Five years ago he visited friends in Brighton and decided that he 
liked the city so much that he would relocate.  
 
He worked in a series of restaurants but employment was never secure.  As a result, he found himself living in 
sub-standard rented accommodation that was finally closed by the Council. The Council offered him 
emergency housing in Newhaven but eventually Alaattin found himself living on the streets.  
 
It was at this point that he contacted Accommodation for Work and met Lindsay one of the key workers, and 
then moved into an AFW house on Farm Road.  During his stay he made friends with three of his fellow 
residents. The priority for Alaattin was to improve his written and spoken English and he did this at a nearby 
college where he also completed a Certificate in Food Hygiene and was given help to develop his CV. 
Eleven months ago, he left the project and moved into BHT rented accommodation in nearby Saltdean. He 
says it is friendly enough and everybody talks. He is hoping to work part-time at a restaurant in Brighton 
starting very soon.  As he said, “when you are working you feel better”.  He also commented that Universal 
Credit is always causing problems but he gets help from BHT’s Housing Officer to sort things out. Alaattin 
would like to work full-time and move to more affordable housing.  

 
 

LUCIA 
“AFW has given me hope. When things went to the wall it put a roof over my head and 

without it I would have been on the streets.“ 
 
Lucia was born and brought up in Leicester. She moved to London for 5 years when she was 19 then returned 
home to look after her mother. A year later her father died. She’d worked in various office jobs in Leicester but 
always felt unfulfilled.  In her 30s she developed an interest in beauty therapy which later focused on holistic 
therapy and this gave her a new direction and sense of purpose.  She moved to Edinburgh in 2009 and 
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provided beauty and holistic therapy at the weekends whilst working as a Procurement Officer within a 
Defence Company, part of the MOD. 
 
In 2014 she moved to Hove and did short term work until she landed a longer-term temp job as a Procurement 
Officer with a company in Shoreham.  They promised her a permanent job which unfortunately didn’t 
materialise as they were experiencing financial difficulties and let all temporary staff go. Lucia managed to get 
another temp job in Littlehampton and again was promised a permanent role that didn’t happen either.  Her 
contract ended in May 2017 and she started to seek more work. Her life spiralled downward when her 
landlady found out that she wasn’t working and gave her notice to quit her flat. She got a room in a 
guesthouse, then moved to an Airbnb for a month.  Having previously contacted Brighton Housing Trust for 
advice Lucia was offered a place in an AFW house and in January 2018 she moved in. 
 
She took sharing a home with others in her stride but admits that sometimes, in the early stages, she did get 
fed up with other people’s actions. Being part of AFW meant she kept busy and this included doing courses on 
Indian Head Massage and Deep Tissue Massage with some of her fellow residents becoming willing clients for 
her to practice her new skills on.  She then explored the possibility of setting up her own business. The Job 
Centre adviser pointed her towards a business start-up programme and within 3 months she got help produce 
a business plan and get a loan to help with expenses. 
 
Lucia left the AFW house in October 2018 and moved into a studio flat that she rents from BHT. The transition 
has been challenging, particularly meeting the costs of electricity in winter. She feels that things like going to 
the gym and dance classes are not something she can afford at present but she sees her current situation as a 
stepping-stone to something better. She started trading as Gypsophila Holistics in July 2018 and it is growing 
slowly.  
 
“The staff have been amazing and my Project Support Officer always encouraged me and helped me to keep 
looking at life positively. She did everything for me when I needed help and always provided positive advice and 
was ready to listen if I had any concerns or issues.  I see a bright future although it will take couple of years 
before regular clients start coming through the door.”    

 
In the meantime, she has the prospect of working as a therapist at a spa in Haywards Heath for one day a 
week and has applied for a temporary part time admin role within the NHS whilst continuing to market her 
business. Reflecting on the role AFW has played she comments that:   
 
“It a pity they don’t have more houses to help more people off the streets but people have to be mentally ready 
and willing to commit to making a positive change to their lives. Your only limit is your mind”. 

 
 

JENI 
“Without AFW I have no idea where I would be, it put me on the right track.” 

 
Jeni was born and raised in Kent. She joined the RAF aged 19 and served for 4 years. It was during this time 
that she studied for A levels, including English Literature. This was to spark an interest in writing that has 
become an important part of her life.  
 
Jeni is a transgender woman who moved to live in what she calls the protective “Brighton bubble” in 2015.  
She found employment in Burgess Hill where she worked in the kitchens.  She had a flat but when her mother 
suddenly fell ill she found herself losing both her job and accommodation. She spent 28 days living in a tent 
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before coming across BHT and the Accommodation for Work project.  Jeni spent 5 months at the Compton 
Road house.  
 
She established a measure of independence and was working nights in the busy kitchen of a local pub but 
problems with Universal Credit meant she got into debt.  In the winter of 2017 Jeni again found herself on the 
streets.  She was given a second opportunity to join AFW and spent almost a year at the Farm Road house. She 
says that at this stage her situation hit her hard and she describes herself as “almost giving up”.  She said that 
on this second stay she kept very quiet, staying in her room. When she wasn’t there, most of the days were 
spent in the library writing. She has self-published her first novel and hopes to complete a second semi-
autobiographical novel later this year.  
 
When Jeni left AFW she moved into a privately rented flat in Newhaven. She had help with a deposit and some 
basic goods from the Council and the British Legion and she describes this as “nice and quiet most of the time”.  
She isn’t working at present but continues to look for part-time work that can support her while she carries on 
writing.  Jeni never expected to have to rely on others and says that, like everyone she met at AFW, she wants 
to work and not stay on benefits.  She gained a lot from the 1 to 1 support with her keyworker and they helped 
sort out some tricky personal problems.  
 
For now, Jeni lives one day at a time and still has to use food banks to survive. She knows it is a long hard road 
before she can be independent again. She is a trained chef with a wide range of experience in the industry and 
is passing some of that knowledge on by volunteering to help people with learning disabilities prepare food. 
She has encountered difficulties as a trans person and this has made it hard to sustain friendships.  
Nevertheless, she is determined to start fending for herself and has a goal to earn a living as a full-time writer.  
 
 
 

MARK 
“AFW helped me when I was at my lowest ebb. It stopped me from getting to that point of 

becoming entrenched homeless and that is a place you don’t want to be.” 
 
Mark was brought up in Lewes but has lived in Brighton on and off for 30 years.  He left school with minimal 
qualifications and felt that if he excelled at anything it was sport.  His early work experience was in the pub 
trade where he managed a number of outlets.  He spent time in Spain where he taught English and 
subsequently worked at EXPO 1992 in Seville.  On returning to the UK he felt he was capable of more than 
managing pubs and, following an Access Course at a local college, he completed a Degree at the University of 
Brighton.  After this he began a series of jobs in the Health and Fitness industry which included managing gyms 
and being a PE teacher at an international college. 
 
The major struggles Mark has faced are personal and result from the breakdown of successive relationships 
and his wish to continue to be part of his children’s lives.  This has impacted on both his wellbeing and ability 
to sustain a stable existence.  He was made redundant from the gym and lost his own home.  It was at this 
stage that he confirms that he “lost the will to fight”.  In 2010 he was put in touch with AFW and spent 18 
months at the Compton Road House.  Mark felt that his mental health had deteriorated but there have been a 
number of factors that have enabled him to survive this period.  The first is being part of his son’s life, the 
second is his love of learning and the third is his willingness to volunteer.  Sometimes these three things came 
together when he volunteered to support pupils in his son’s school. While in AFW accommodation he trained 
and qualified as a Teaching Assistant. 
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He got on well with most residents but found that some were difficult due to their own problems.  Mark felt 
that his very nature meant he did a lot more of the clearing up and day-to-day duties to maintain a good level 
of hygiene than the other residents.  He did feel that perhaps there was not sufficient acknowledgement of his 
state of mind before and while in AFW, so this aspect was not addressed at the time.  This state of mind 
impacted on his confidence and prospects of sustaining work and continued to affect him long after he left the 
project. 
 
With help Mark finally managed to find accommodation in the private rented sector on the outskirts of 
Brighton. He still lives there today. The next phase of his life sees Mark continue to combine learning and 
volunteering.  In the case of the former he completed courses in Counselling that helped build his confidence. 
He volunteered at the Whitehawk Inn and latterly at the Brighton Unemployed Centre Families Project where 
he became a trustee.  All of this experience gave Mark a new sense of direction and a realisation that working 
with the homeless was something he really wanted to do. Where better to do this than the Brighton Housing 
Trust itself?  Two years after leaving AFW accommodation, he started working in the Fulfilling Lives Project as 
a project consultant for BHT. He also signed up to do shifts for the Severe Weather Emergency Protocol 
(SWEP) team. From December 2018 to March 2019 he worked as the Night Shelter Co-ordinator and he now 
has a fixed term contract at the BHT Assessment Hub Centre at Firstbase, supporting clients who have just 
been made homeless. 
 
Mark has rebuilt his confidence after a number of very difficult years which were exacerbated by long term 
unemployment. He understandably feels that his lived experience is an asset when working in homeless 
services.  Mark feels that his recent experience of BHT has shown people what he is capable of achieving.   
 
 
 

MARY 
Mary was offered accommodation and moved into what proved to be a life changing 

experience.  She described herself as “almost giving up on the world” and at a real low 
point in her life. 

 
Mary was born and grew up in Ghana. She moved to the UK in 2000 to complete her secondary education. 
Living with her relatives didn’t work out so she left her temporary home.  After a difficult few years during 
which she was unwell, Mary eventually completed a degree in Molecular Biology at Sussex University.  During 
this time, she worked in the canteen at the local hospital.  
 
After leaving her student accommodation with no savings Mary struggled to find somewhere to live. She tried 
staying with friends but this wasn’t viable. It was at this time that she passed, by chance, the BHT offices and 
was told about Accommodation for Work. She was offered accommodation and moved into what proved to be 
a life changing experience.   
 
“I was feeling useless and I lost confidence.  I got help with my CV and did a range of short courses that helped 
fill the gaps in my knowledge.”   

 
Lindsay, her AFW keyworker, helped her apply for jobs. In many instances she was seen as overqualified. She 
finally found employment caring for people with mental health problems and the first person she told was 
Lindsay at AFW.  She managed to scrape together enough money for a deposit and moved into BHT 
accommodation although she had mixed feelings about leaving AFW and whether she would miss their 
support. 
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Mary has subsequently worked as a Housing Officer and is currently a key worker for young people with 
learning disabilities. Not only is she forging a new career but she has resumed her studies. She is completing 
her Masters in Public Health at Kings College, London and her dissertation is on homelessness.  But this 
commitment to the issue of homelessness has gone beyond the academic.  BHT were looking for someone 
with experience as a tenant to become a Trustee and serve on their Board. As a shy person Mary had to be 
persuaded that this was something she could do and she joined the Board in 2018.  She has always had a wish 
to make a difference in her community and this provided an opportunity to do just that. As she said:  
 
“A lot of tenants are lonely and it is good to give them a chance to influence policies that affect their lives. 
Policies they have to live with on a daily basis.  At first, I felt out of place and it was all a bit alien to me. I didn’t 
know what you should say or if anyone would listen or take notice. I was scared.”  

 
As time has gone on her confidence has grown and she feels that she can make a difference to the lives of 
other tenants.  Mary still sees Lindsay once in a while to catch-up and compare notes on how she is doing.  
 
“I am no longer shy about speaking my mind. If anything needs to be said I will say it.”  
 
 

MIKE 
 “AFW was crucial in that it gave me a comfortable secure space to that I could reassess 

my life.” 
 
Mike was born in the North West of England and lived there until he went to university in London. After 
completing a degree in Business and Finance he found himself working in the music industry.  Music was his 
passion as a young man and he thrived in what was a time of innovation and change in the industry. When the 
recession came he moved into the corporate sector working in a senior role managing big construction 
projects for the City of London Corporation.  Mike identifies heavy drinking as something he grew up with as a 
child in within a large family and he has not been immune to bouts of alcoholism.  The pressure of life in 
London led him to enter recovery and take some time out to put some distance between himself and his 
previous life.  
 
His son moved to Brighton to study at university and in 2014 Mike decided to follow.  No sooner had he 
arrived than his partner become pregnant and they had a daughter together.  This child was born with a 
disability and bringing her up put the relationship under strain.  At this time Mike had begun to work in his 
son’s successful business and ran a retail outlet in the city.  However, the pressures of the work and a failing 
relationship proved too much for him and one day he simply got into his car and left work and home.  He slept 
in his car and, not being a priority for Council support, found himself living in a dormitory in a backpackers’ 
hostel.  By now poverty had kicked in. As Mike says,  
 
“poverty is 24/7 it is utterly restricting, all-consuming and accentuates other problems you have in your life”.   

 
It was at this point he was referred to Accommodation for Work.  He describes it as a huge relief and he was so 
impressed with Compton Road where he had his own space and a garden in a residential area. It was also 
affordable. Mike was still fragile and had been feeling anxious about the people he was going to live with.  He 
wasn’t employable at the time and he found the one-to-one support provided at AFW invaluable in presenting 
options to him. One of those options was to train as a football referee and this he duly did. He moved on to do 
a BHT internship and was placed at Equinox, a support service for people with addiction.  Mike said the whole 
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culture was new to him but he felt it was something he wanted to do. He loved the work. He also did some 
volunteering at The Whitehawk Inn. 
 
Mike left AFW and moved into Richardson’s Yard, accommodation fashioned from shipping containers. He is 
not entirely happy there and would like to move on. In the meantime, he has got a job as Homeless Prevention 
Worker with the City Council’s Trailblazer Project. This has given him stability and he is now in a more positive 
frame of mind and focused on trying to reconnect with his daughter. He is committed to continuing to work in 
homelessness and addiction services.  
 

 
 
 
APPENDIX 2 – CASE STUDIES, CURRENT CLIENTS 
 

TOMAS 
   “The street makes you mentally lost, if you are there for too long.  That’s why this 

project is important.” 
 
Tomas was born in Spain in a village with just 5,000 people. When he was 18 he moved to the UK in search of 
something exciting and different.  His first job was in Brighton doing travel admin with American Express. 
Although his English wasn’t good at the time, they were recruiting Spanish speakers and this helped him to 
improve.  At 33 he had some family issues and went back to live in Spain but he had got used to living in larger 
and more multicultural Brighton.   
 
He then moved to London and spent five years doing supply teaching.  He found travelling to a different 
London school each day and managing on a zero-hours contract stressful.   
 
“You don’t know how much you’re going to earn and at Christmas and school holidays you get no payments. If 
the company doesn’t need you anymore there’s no redundancy, you just go on the street.” 
 
He moved back to Brighton where he stayed in hostels or with friends. He applied for Universal Credit but was 
told he had no right to claim as he had been out of the country so much. Tomas then found himself homeless, 
with no money or benefits even though he’d spent most of his adult life working in the UK, and he ended up 
rough sleeping for a week.  
 
“It was very scary. You don’t have the resources to survive in the streets. You don’t know how to eat, where to 
go, you don’t have people to relate to. I was walking around the city wondering what I was doing here. I felt so 
attached, emotionally, sentimentally, to this city but I felt so lonely.”  

 
BHT Housing Advice referred Tomas to Accommodation for Work and he moved into the project less than 2 
weeks later. His keyworker liaised with the council’s Welfare Rights team and helped him appeal the Job 
Centre’s decision. His benefits were reinstated and he was granted ‘settled status,’ which means he’ll never 
have to prove his right to reside in the UK again.  
 
Tomas tried different jobs during his time in the project and has reflected that this has helped him clarify what 
he wants.  He recognises that working with children and teenagers is too difficult emotionally for him.  He feels 
he’s grown up since coming to the project.  
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“I realised I needed to change as I’m not in my 20s or 30s anymore. I thought that if I left this project the same 
as I came in it would be a waste of time. The project gives you time to reflect on where you want to go. I’ve 
learnt to plan more and not just jump into things without thinking of the consequences.” 

 
Tomas is coming to the end of his stay at the project. He has found a private rented flat that he is about to 
move into. 
 
“I want to prove to myself that I can live independently again. I can be a person again. I feel ready.” 
 
 

KATE 
“Having somewhere stable to live really helps as well as support if things do go wrong. I think I would have        
given up without the project. I don’t want to be out of work, because then I don’t have a distraction from 

everything that’s going on.” 
 
Kate is from Brighton and went to school and college here. She used to live with her parents, but difficulties 
with the family dynamic and arguments led to the breakdown of the family. She linked in with the Youth 
Advice Centre and Southdown Housing, was referred to Accommodation for Work just before Christmas 2018, 
and moved in 3 weeks later. She’s been at the project for 6 months.   
 
This is her first time living away from family. Kate said:  
 
“It was shocking at first. The project has helped me see the real world without proper support from family. 
Having to build up friendships with people you don’t really know and live with them 24/7 can be challenging.  
There’s a lot of support when you need it but living in the project can be difficult when everyone moves in and 
out, which can be unnerving for me.”  

 
She says she thinks it would be better if residents could meet the new person before they move in, but she 
understands it’s difficult to arrange with everyone’s work schedules.  
 
Kate got a job in one of the most prestigious restaurants in Brighton but found it difficult as she struggles with 
anxiety. It was a very big, hectic kitchen and the chef was too busy to train her so she was expected to jump in 
and do the job with no experience. This knocked her confidence and made her question whether the chef’s life 
was for her.   She thinks she needs to build up her confidence by starting in smaller kitchens where training is 
provided.  Her biggest challenge at the moment is her mental health. She’s trying to find the right medication 
and is having counselling about childhood issues.     
 
“I’m not going to let it define my life, I’m going to learn how to deal with it”. 
 
 

CHANEL 
“My whole way of thinking has changed since moving into the BHT project. I always thought I was on my 

own, but, speaking to people, I’ve realised there is a lot of help out there, and that’s the important thing to 
know, everyone needs help at times.” 

 
Chanel grew up the small town of Dewsbury, West Yorkshire. Due to a difficult relationship with her mum, she 
was asked to leave at age 14. Chanel moved into emergency council supported accommodation via 
Barnardo’s. 
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“I had to grow up a lot quicker than all my other friends, I was doing my own washing, food shopping and 
budgeting at age 14. I realised the relationship with my mum wasn’t going to be happy families, but my gran is 
my rock, she’s my role model, she says I can do anything”. 

 
At age 18, Chanel was helped to get a council tenancy where she stayed for 6 years. She then moved into a 
privately rented 2 bed flat and was working full time in Yorkshire.   
 
Chanel’s dad had left when she was a baby and in 2018 she re-connected with him and moved down to 
Brighton.  Sadly, this didn’t turn out well as after 3 weeks of living with him, he hit her. Chanel left the house 
and sofa surfed with a friend she had recently met.  Chanel was referred to the project after seeing a BHT 
housing advisor.  
 
“Being housed helped me have the space to think about things, get my head down properly, and get myself 
back into work.  It’s not easy coming from up north and moving down here not knowing anyone.   I was always 
a bit scared to go into shared accommodation because I’ve always lived on my own, but it’s actually been really 
good, it’s helped me socialise and keep going. Learning from different people’s backgrounds and how they’re 
coped helps you cope.” 
 
Chanel’s support worker helped her update her CV and created an employment plan.  She did a free 
Security Industry Authority course via the local job centre, applied for her SIA badge and started work as a 
door supervisor in Brighton clubs 2 months ago.  
 
Chanel now feels better prepared for finding work again in the future.  
 
“The essential things have been organised. BHT gave me the perfect base, a house to stay in, an address, time 
to reflect, facilities to cook with and to wash my work uniform, set routines that are crucial for when I’m 
working. Without BHT, getting back into work would have been much more difficult.  They have also helped me 
with my mental health and wellbeing which I really appreciate. To actually be sitting here now talking freely 
about how everything’s gone is a big thing because I couldn’t speak about things before without getting 
upset.”  

 
Chanel hopes to secure her own property again and keep on working.  
 
 

AHMED 
“The project gave me time to focus. Without that focus I wouldn’t have finished my course, applied to the 

gym and started networking. The project was a godsend to be honest. If it wasn’t for the project I wouldn’t 
have progressed and moved forward.” 

 
Ahmed was born in Cairo, Egypt and moved to the Brighton at age 10. He studied business administration at 
college and went on to study at Brighton University.   
 
“I had a stable lifestyle in Brighton then decided I wanted to link between both Brighton and Cairo for business 
in the sport and leisure industry.  Everything was on track, then I was involved in a serious car crash in Cairo.”  

 
Ahmed had many broken bones, suffered nerve damage and was very lucky to be alive. After hospital he went 
to his family home in Cairo for 2 months to recover. Doctors said he couldn’t put pressure on his bones or 
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spine, so wasn’t able to do any sports or physical activity. His fiancé broke off their engagement and there 
were family disagreements so he moved back to Brighton.  
 
“Everything collapsed from there, I lost my business partners and my sponsors.”  

 
He sofa surfed for 6 months, moving every few days.  BHT Housing Advice referred Ahmed to the project and 
he moved in 3 weeks later.   
 
“AFW gave me the opportunity to take that load of stress off, a roof over my head and some space to regroup 
my thoughts.  Great support, convenient in a way that aids my recovery, and my primary focus now is to just  
get back on track again.”  

 
After a few months Ahmed was slowly able to get back into his fitness and keep his mind and body well. He 
completed a Level 3 Personal Training course and then approached a gym to start volunteering there. For the 
last 3 months he’s been teaching classes and building up his clientele to be a personal trainer.  
 
“I lead by example, so I stay fit and healthy, and like to motivate people.”  

 
He admits that he finds accepting help difficult.  
 
“Coming to the project initially made me feel uncomfortable because I didn’t want to discuss my past issues. 
I’ve always been self-dependant and determined. I know there is a very thin line between determination and 
arrogance, and I need to remember that!” 

 
Ahmed is looking forward to securing his own accommodation, having regular clients for a steady income and 
launching his own boot-camp. 
 
 

TAD 
“I’ve managed to save a bit of money, I’m almost out of my overdraft, and I know not to spend as much 

now. My budgeting has improved. The project has made me more independent and made me think about 
the future more since I got here.” 

 
Tad was born in Poland and moved to Brighton with his mother and younger sister in 2010 when he was 13.  
He was subjected to emotional and physical abuse from his mother his whole life. Although he told his 
teachers in Poland, nothing was done as “it is more accepted in Poland”.  
 
In the last year, Tad started standing up to his mother which resulted in arguments.   
 
“After the last argument I wasn’t allowed back in but I didn’t want to go back to live with her. The police got 
involved and didn’t want me to go back there either”. 

 
Tad then sofa surfed for a month and went to the Youth Advice Centre for help. They referred him to 
Accommodation for Work and 2 weeks later he moved into the project.  
 
“I feel happier not living where I used to live, but there are still loads of uncertainties ahead which worry me as 
well.” 
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Tad worked as a carer for adults with learning disabilities and challenging behaviour for one and a half years 
but a few weeks ago he left that job and started working in a pub kitchen where the pace is much faster and 
the day goes quickly.    
 
Tad said that he had good grades in school and is thinking of going to university next year to do either 
journalism or criminal law.  He is talking to his keyworker about applying to different charities for course 
funding.    
 
“Choosing one is hard as it’s a big commitment, so I want to pick the right course”.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 


